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ment could be secured the first sary to the well-being of the live 

year at minimum cost, while stock, 
every foot laid as a connecting

SEND FOR

"What the Farmer Can Do 
With Concrete,”

OUR NEW FINELY ILLUSTRATED 
BOOK

VERY farmer knows that 
in the spring time of the 
year his barnyard is al

most bottomless. The live stock 
mire down deep into the mud 
and almost float around, great
ly to the detriment of their 
physical condition.

E Dirty and unsanitary 
surroundings such as anse from 
foul and ill-kept feedingwalk might be utilized, should 

there be any future necessity places will depnve them of the
full amount of nourishment

:postal brings itIt’s fret
promptly. Write to-day. Tells 
how to make feeding floors, 
silos, barns, dairies, well 
curbs, stairs, walks, horse 
blocks, hitching posts, root 
cellars, fence posts, tanks, 
troughs, and so forth.

Every detail is given—how

a
for extending the finished floor. a:J8which they would otherwise de

rive from their food were it sup
plied to them by more cleanly 

methods.

There are many advantages 
of a concrete feeding floor 
which will commend themselvesBy building a Concrete 

feeding floor in the yard, this 
trouble is speedily and econom
ically overcome.

A feeding floor large enough 
for ordinary purposes could be

to every thinking farmer.
In the first place, he will Concrete feeding floors are in

every sense economical, sanitaryrealize that upon the health of 
his live stock will depend their and sightly. They preserve the

food in a clean, appetizing con
dition, resulting in the animals 
being sleek, healthy and fat, 
and paying the farmer big divi

dends on his original

to prepare the ground, how to 
make the Forms, how to mix 
the concrete, how to place the 
mixture in the Forms

ultimate market prie 
to say, the price he is able to 
obtain for them in open market 
will depend altogether upon 
their physical condition at / 
time of sale. Zv

Further, it will be //A

that is
built this Fall and would pay
for itself next year. Concrete 
is the only material that can be 
used this way at a moderate 
cost.

:every
step is simply told. The build- 

of all farm utilities is ex
plained in this way, enabling 

bund that"feed- you to do the work yourself or
Ing floor or , , ,
• ome other have it done under your super-
much - needed 
I m p r o vement 
thla Fall.

1

expenditure. mgo ;Send for the 
book. Read It,By laying concrete walks 

across the yard connecting farm 
buildings with finished portion 
of floor, a comfortable arrange-

greed that wholesome, 
conditions

a
sanitary s&absolutely neces- vision.are

1

CANADA CEMENT CO.. Limited
65-70 National Bank Building, Montreal

Ask for a Copy of This Book To-day. 
A Postal Will Bring it Promptly.
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barnyaril you need our book. that tells you how to put in a concrete feeding floorIf y ok have a condition like tins in your
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his Feeding Floor Could be Built in the Fall I

and Would Preserve the Condition of Your Lave Stock in the Spring
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